


DEAD AIR ARMAMENT™ IS NEW, AND BETTER.
It was founded by Mike Pappas, and if that name rings a bell, it’s because Mike co-founded another 

silencer company back in 2008. Among others, Mike is also teamed up with silencer designer Todd 

Magee. Mike and Todd have set out to build the best suppressors on the market. There is no substitute 

for experience. 

IT’S IN THE DESIGN.
Look at any Dead Air Armament™ product and you’ll see attention to detail and aesthetic choices 

driven solely by engineering performance. No gimmicks or short cuts -  just pure performance.

As Mike puts it: “I’m finally building the no compromise suppressors that I’ve always wanted to make. 

No corporate bottom lines. The only thing that matters to me is how it sounds; And the Sandman™ 

sounds awesome…”

IT’S IN THE MATERIALS.
There is no substitute for materials and no shortcuts with Dead Air. For example, every Sandman™ 

baffle is 100% Stellite®. They cost three times more than stainless steel and they work better than 

Inconel® under the hardest use and conditions. As for the tubes, we could have used the material 

that most of our competitors use, but instead we went with high-performance precipitation hardened 

stainless steel because lightweight strength does not come cheap. Only with the Sandman-Ti™ do we 

forgo the use of high-performance stainless steel and that’s because we use Grade #9 titanium. Why 

do we do it? Because our precision rifle direct thread suppressor is designed for professional law 

enforcement applications. The old adage “close only counts in horse shoes and hand grenades” could 

not be truer when a professional has to make an accurate shot in difficult conditions. Law enforcement 

equipment must perform and Dead Air hits the mark.

IT’S IN THE MANUFACTURING.
Design and materials are part of the equation, but there is no substitute for thirty years of manufacturing 

excellence and that’s what BPI® brings to the product. Every Dead Air suppressor is manufactured in 

Lawrenceville, Georgia by highly trained Americans intent on manufacturing the best suppressor on 

the market. Our standards are simple, “good isn’t good enough” and if a product comes off the line not 

up to par, then the can gets canned. It’s that simple.

To all of our customers we thank you for supporting us and for standing up for your Second Amendment rights as Americans.

DEAD AIR ARMAMENT™ IS ALL ABOUT BRINGING THE BEST MATERIALS, 
THE BEST DESIGNERS, AND THE BEST MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES 

TO THE SUPPRESSOR MARKET. BECAUSE IT NEEDS IT. 



MIKE PAPPAS 

Director of Product Development

An industry icon who, in 2008, was one of the original  

founders of another silencer company. Among other things, 

Mike significantly contributed to some of the industry’s most 

innovative designs and really put his former company on the 

map. Mike is noted for his industry contacts and commitment 

to customer service. In sum, he is one of the best guys in the 

suppressor market and a key component to the design and 

management of Dead Air Armament™ .

ERIC ROGERS 

President

A pro firearms industry attorney with substantial regulatory 

and litigation experience. His former clients include Blackwater 

USA® and Heckler & Koch® to name a few. Eric is the President 

and one of the founders of Sound Moderation Technologies®, the 

parent company of Dead Air Armament™.

TODD MAGEE
Director of Product Engineering 

An engineer by degree specializing in suppressor design since 

2008. Todd got his start making his own cans which he then 

demonstrated to considerable fanfare on YouTube®. This led 

to Todd’s eventual hiring at another suppressor company 

where he pioneered and perfected monolithic baffle designs 

for his former company. Todd has taken that experience with 

him to Dead Air, where he now oversees the Research and 

Development Department.

TODD SAIEED
Senior Partner

Todd Holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering and 

has 25 years of experience providing successful leadership for 

dynamic business models. He is responsible for implementing 

the organizations vision mission and overall business strategy 

with the support of Senior management.

“I’M FINALLY BUILDING THE NO COMPROMISE 

SUPPRESSORS THAT I’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO 

MAKE. NO CORPORATE BOTTOM LINES. THE ONLY 

THING THAT MATTERS TO ME IS HOW IT SOUNDS; 

AND THE SANDMAN™ SOUNDS AWESOME.”
Mike Pappas
Director of Product Development

EXECUTIVE BIOS



THE PERFECT CROSS-OVER CAN 
FOR YOUR 5.56MM, 300BLK, AND 
7.62 PLATFORMS”

“

The “S” is for short. And that’s what it is at 6.8 inches in length with a 

weight of 17.3 oz. The Sandman-S™ delivers performance in a small 

package. 

 

The QD system is design perfection. It features easy one hand removal 

in just seconds without the wobble or seizing that can often times 

affect performance. Easy-on-easy-off with minimal point of impact 

shift or loss of precision. The baffles are manufactured from Stellite® 

and welded into a solid core for added strength and durability. The 

tube and mount are manufactured from precipitation hardened 

and heat treated stainless steels. 

As an innovative 7.62 design first, the front cap is detachable and 

features an integrated flash hider. This affords better performance, 

particularly in low light conditions. The detachable front cap also 

provides some level of insurance when that “accident at the range” 

happens and the can gets dropped or abused. The front cap can be 

replaced trouble free without the need of sending it back for time 

consuming repairs. The Sandman-S™ features a lifetime warranty.

PRODUCT LINE-UP

THE NEXT BEST THING IN SUPPRESSOR DESIGN, THE WAIT IS FINALLY OVER.
Our introductory product offering delivers superiority in the most popular suppressed calibers on the 

market. Starting with the 7.62 Sandman-S™, Sandman-L™, and Sandman-Ti™; and shortly followed 

by .22LR and centerfire pistol silencers. With this line-up, Dead-Air will be your first option when 

outfitting for silence.

7.62MM 300 BLK 5.56MM

Measured Reduction Measured Reduction Measured Reduction

UNSUPPRESSED 167 N/A 160 N/A 165 N/A

SANDMAN-S™ 140 -27 129 -31 136 -29

SANDMAN-L™ 136 -31 124 -36 133 -32

SANDMAN-TI™ 136 -31 124 -36 133 -32

TEST EQUIPMENT
G.R.A.S ¼” Pressure microphone Type 40BD // G.R.A.S 1/4” CCP Preamplifier Type 26CB // National Instruments 

NI USB-4432 - DAQ 102.4 kS/s, 24 Bits, ±40 V, IEPE // National Instruments - LabVIEW software

LENGTH: 6.8”

WEIGHT: 17.3oz.

DIAMETER: 1.5”

RATING*: Up to .300 Win Mag

FINISH: Cerakote body, Nitrided Muzzle Device

7.62 SANDMAN-S™



LENGTH: 8.2”

WEIGHT: 16.8oz.

DIAMETER: 1.5”

RATING*: Up to .300 Win Mag

FINISH: Cerakote body

SANDMAN-TI™

LENGTH: 8.9”

WEIGHT: 21.8oz.

DIAMETER: 1.5”

RATING*: Up to .300 Win Mag

FINISH: Cerakote body, Nitrided Muzzle Device

7.62 SANDMAN-L™

FOR THOSE DEMANDING 
ULTIMATE SILENCE FROM A 
PRECISION RIFLE...”

“

Easy on, easy off. The 7.62 
Sandman-L™ and Sandman-S™ 
attach with quickness and 
confidence to our BAM Brake, 
which will easily become your 
favorite muzzle device whether 
you’ve got your suppressor 
mounted or not. 

For those demanding absolute performance in a suppressor the “L”, or 

long version, delivers. Made and constructed from the materials used 

in the “S” version, the “L” is only 8.9 inches in length, but offers a true 

sound reduction of 31dB firing standard 7.62 ammunition.*

In short, it is the best performing and quietest 7.62 suppressor on the 

market.  Just like the “S”,  the long version uses our industry best QD  system 

for fool-proof quick one handed mounting. No seizing and minimal 

point of impact shifts with this design. The mount features Nitride® 

finished 17-4 stainless steel construction for the ultimate in durability. 

 

The Stellite® baffles form a solid welded core with a detachable front 

cap featuring an integrated flash hider. The whole suppressor gets a 

Cerakote® finish for ultimate corrosion protection as well. For a tactical 

bolt rifle or a .308 AR there isn’t a better can in the Sandman-L™ class. 

As always it’s backed by our no questions lifetime warranty.

The Sandman-Ti™ is your huckleberry. It features a direct thread 

attachment and a titanium tube. The Ti has the same class leading 

solid weld Stellite® baffle core and detachable front cap. The exterior 

is finished in Cerakote® for ultimate durability and like all of our 

products is backed by a lifetime warranty.



THE MASK-22™

HEAVY DUTY

LENGTH: 5.25 ”

WEIGHT: 6.3 oz.

DIAMETER: 1.070”

RATING*: .22LR up to 5.7x28

FINISH: Cerakote body

MATERIALS: Titanium and
 stainless steel

TO GUARANTEE QUALITY AND YOUR ENJOYMENT FOR YEARS TO COME, ALL DEAD AIR PRODUCTS
ARE BACKED BY OUR NO QUESTIONS ASKED LIFETIME WARRANTY.

Our .22 suppressor features a blend of titanium and 17-4 PH 

stainless steel construction for direct thread applications. What sets 

the Mask apart is its marvelous performance and the ease with 

which it can be disassembled. It provides balance of performance, 

weight, and extraordinary cleaning intervals that are unmatched 

by the competition. This isn’t a “me too” compulsory foray into the 

.22 suppressor market. No, we wanted the best and we delivered. 

The Cerakoted finish will provide years of protection against one of 

the dirtiest rounds known to man, the “.22lr”. It’s backed by our no 

questions asked lifetime warranty and will provide years of fun and 

enjoyment.

*Final specs may change upon production.
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